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DON'T MOVEImprove
Transform Your Conservatory Into A Room

With An Ambient Temperature You Can Use
All-Year-Round
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SupaLite gives an incredible
U-Value of 0.18 that meets

total Building Regulations
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Control the temperature of your conservatory 
whilst making the most of natural light with 
our new product, the SupaLite Sky Vista – a 
combination of our tiled roof system and glass 
panels! The ultra-clever Sky Vista has excellent 
U-value properties and effective solar control, 
meaning you can regulate the temperature of 
your conservatory whilst allowing plenty of 
natural light to flow through.

Our Sky Vista panels can be used to fit into 
most roof types and styles and has incredible 
design versatility so that sections of the roof 
can now be featured with the glass finish. Unlike 
traditional conservatory roofs, the technology 
behind the Sky Vista means your conservatory 
will be cool and comfortable on hot sunny days 
and warm and cosy on cold winter days. Plus, 
you won’t have to climb up ladders to clean 
your roof, as the Sky Vista glass is self-cleaning!

ENDLESS DESIGN OPTIONS AVAILABLE

SKY VISTA – Create the WOW factor with glass panels SPECTACULAR TRANSFORMATIONS
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BeforeAfter
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Before

Inside

After

Create an all-year-round comfortable living space with our roof 
conversion solutions for existing and new build conservatories

Apex Roof – External Photo

Apex Roof - Internal Photo

Apex Feature Roof
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FLAT ROOF ORANGERY SYSTEM

Outside – Flat Roof Orangery

Before

Inside – Flat Roof Orangery

"Bring the Outside In"
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NEXT GENERATION – EXTENSION KITS
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 Build faster, stronger, warmer and smarter

The most advanced, rapid, re-assembly building systems
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WHY CHOOSE AN EXTENSION KIT?
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A conservatory transformed into a 
beautiful extension creating a large 

open-plan family dining area

There are so many improvements to make at 
the time you are choosing your SupaLite roof 
both internally and externally.
For many conservatory owners the internal aspect 
is the part of the SupaLite roof conversion they 
most look forward to. The image above shows 
how your room can be finished with Bi-Folding 
doors, bringing the outside in. 

We can also open up your space, knocking through 
to the adjacent room giving you the living space 
you've always wanted. In the example photos 
below and above, we've transformed the whole 
shape of the conservatory from a tired old T-Shape 
to a beautiful new Apex. Internally we've knocked 
through the dividing wall to give our customer a 
stunning open-plan kitchen / diner.

AfterBefore

Inside after the kitchen installation is completed

Superior materials and engineered products, achieve spectacular results 
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BEAUTIFUL EXTERIORS GALLERY – a photo speaks a thousand words
Extension kits, roof kits, doors, lanterns and more… These photos 
show just a few of the many thousands of roofs and extensions we 
have manufactured in our facilities over the years.
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WHY NOT TRANSFORM  
YOUR CONSERVATORY  
INTO AN EXTENSION?


